The availability of the chip manufacturing
records of various companies has been an
absolute boon to the researchers of gambling
history. Before we had the opportunity to look
into these time capsules of information, it was
practically impossible to legitimately attribute
most obscure chips. (Not that people didn’t
have a field day making up all sorts of wild
claims – some still do.) With records from such
companies as Taylor & Co, Mason & Co,
Jones Brothers, and others, we are now able
to see who originally ordered the chips, and
sometimes much more.
I think, however, it’s important to remember
that the information on these cards are just the
tip of the iceberg. So often collectors see a
club name on the record, label their chip, and
move on. If a name is all they are looking for,
they are usually denying themselves of so
much more. The information on the records
are just facts, nothing more. Beyond the basic
information is often a treasure trove of history
that can be both fascinating and highly
entertaining. History taught using only names
and dates is boring, but to bring out the subtext
and build a narrative behind the raw facts
makes it engaging.
For me, the hunt for history is exciting. The
moments of discovery by tying loose ends is
both entertaining and rewarding. That “ah ha!”
moment when something clicks into place is
exhilarating – and I’ve had many of them.
I’m often asked how I go about researching
illegal chips and their clubs, and my answer is

always the same… “Every one is different.”
There is no formula or step-by-step process.
Some chips are easy and reveal their histories
by a simple Google search. Others hide their
secrets more closely are require calls to local
libraries, interviews with family members and
sometimes, unfortunately, speculations and
informed guesses.
Usually, however, a research project falls
somewhere in the middle where key sources
such as city directories and archived
newspapers are good places to find much of
the information. An example of a complex
project came from one particularly busy
manufacturer record from Taylor & Co. for a
couple chips marked with a simple hotstamp of
a tophat. The record as a mess of writing,
some crossed out, some cut off, notes
everywhere. It’s the kind of record that most
people would discard, believing the chips were
rejected for some reason, or the club was a nogo. Jumping to this conclusion would be a
mistake however as
this card had much
to say, but only if we
are able to unravel it
secrets. In order to
get to the bottom of
this, we need to go
full out Quincy on
this thing and dissect
it piece by piece.
Let’s open a new
case…

Specimen #7411
Manufacturer’s Record from Taylor & Co.
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THE CHIPS AND RECORD
The chips that started this project were pretty
basic. Made by Taylor & Co, they bore a
hotstamp of a tophat and were made with the
company’s “T’s” mold. The exact hotstamp
was on two other orders, but those used the
“harp” and “Raised Circle” molds.

nothing is coming up on the address. If a club
did indeed exist there, it was either a secret, or
very short lived. In this particular case, we do
have a backup source that might be helpful. In
the 1950s, an investigation by Senator (and
presidential hopeful) Estes Kefauver into
illegal gambling was in full swing.
The
committee had sent subpoenas to most of the
well-known gamblers and crime bosses, as
well as some companies which catered to the
gambling industry. Taylor & Company had
received a subpoena in 1951 requesting that
they send in a copy of the customer list, which
they complied and we have available. Lucky
for us, this request came in just after the chips
were ordered, and a scan through the
hundreds of names brings up only one
possible listing for Pompano, Florida:

Upon inspection of the card, it was obvious
these chips had been through a lot. The card
was filled from top to bottom with writing. The
only way to make sense of it was to start at the
beginning and see what could be pieced
together.
Starting with the first slide (1) on the
dissection we see who originally
ordered the chips. The address has
been struck through, indicating a
return and resale (to be dealt with
later), but for now we need to
understand the “who”. Unfortunately
the “Name” has been partially cut off.
It seems the cut was not due to a copy
error, but the original card had been
trimmed and some information lost.
All we know for sure, whoever ordered
the chips had them sent to “US Rt #1,
Pompano, Fla.”
Looking closely at the name line I can
maybe make out a few words – perhaps
“Pump” and it looks like “Club” at the end.
That’s a good place to begin the investigation.
I started ploughing through my sources and
couldn’t find mention of a Pump Club and

According to the Taylor directory, the
“Romp Club” was located off of U.S. Rt #1 and
it seems like a good fit for the clipped name on
the original card. However, my research was
still coming up with nothing. But here, we get
a luckily break in that the name “Dick Guest”
was also included. Research into him would
bare much riper fruit.
Looking back at our spliced Taylor
record, we see from (2) that the
original chips were ordered in January
1950. If I wanted to find out what
these chips were used for, I needed to
see what this Dick Guest was doing
around this time.

An article from the Fort Lauderdale Daily
News titled “Gamblers Seek Green Light At
Beach Spot” from November 23, 1949, ended
with: “… A mile north of Pompano Beach a
lavishly decorated former boat is being fitted
out… One of the owners is Dick Guest, a New
York gambler…”
The article said Dick Guest was starting
operations in Pompano, and it didn’t take long
for me to find ample material about his history.
Richard C. Guest, alias Dandy Phil Castell,
started hustling in New York in the late 1920s.
Despite later being called a “gambler”, he
started his career as nothing more than a low
rent con-man. His specialty was in setting up
dummy companies and convincing people to
pay him a small fee in exchange for a paying
job. Being the Depression, there was no lack
of desperate people needing work.
His
preying on the unemployed earned him a
lashing from a judge calling him “undoubtedly
the meanest man in town”.
Between running scams, Dick Guest had a
go at running small time poker games around
town. This must have been much easier than
constantly looking for marks as the gamblers
always seem to find him. It was time to move
his practice.
As news of him moving into the Pompano
area were reported, notices of a new club

started popping up, but not exactly what I had
expected. The December 22, 1949 issue of
the Palm Beach Post proclaimed “New Pomp
Club Opening Dec. 30” followed by “the supper
club, operated by Richard Guest of Pompano
and New York…”
We now have new information, no longer
are we looking for the Romp Club as the Taylor
directory listed, but instead the “Pomp Club”.
(This happens more times than you might
think.
The manufacturers records aren’t
always correct, and slight spelling changes
should be considered when tracking down
information.)
THE POMP CLUB
News of Dick Guest’s new venture in Pompano
Beach started in August 1949 when locals
awoke to find a large barge that had been run
aground in a slip just off the highway and a
mere 1,000 feet from the city limits. The land
was owned by a local artist and civic leader
who sternly denied the boat would be used for
any wrongdoing. He stated quite clearly, “I
want to emphatically and positively be on the
record as stating that no building or boat or
structure of any kind ever will be used on my
property for purposes which are against the
laws and morals of the community.”

Picture of the Pomp Club barge in its slip on the land of local Pompano Beach painter H. J. Cope.
(Fort Lauderdale Daily News, August 15, 1949)

Despite this clear declaration, whispers
were soon rampant that linked the barge to
none other than Richard C. Guest, renown
New York gambler with a history in the area. It
had only been two years since Guest had tried
opening a floating casino just south of Miami.
With a story that sounded familiar to the
Pompano boat, Guest had purchased a failing
dinner cruise barge called the Atlantis,
renamed it The Ship, and started running it as
an illegal gambling casino. The Dade County
commissioners acted quickly to get the boat
removed and it closed almost immediately.
Now, it seemed he was using the same
trick to bring a new club to Pompano Beach.
As the new year approached, more information
about this Pomp Club was starting to be
publicized. The grand opening would be
December 30, 1949, giving it a day to work out
the kinks before New Year’s Eve. The club
was reported to have seating capacity for 150
guests who would be entertained by the
orchestra from the famous Stork Club in New
York City and fed by chefs from the Arrowhead
Club in Saratoga. Dick Guest was going all out
to make sure he had the goods to bring in the
crème of the crop of the local patrons.

Not surprisingly, there was no mention of
gambling in any of the press releases. Dick
Guest’s reputation and the Taylor record of the
chip order tell that story. Although the chips
were shipped on January, 11, 1950 and would
miss the grand opening, they were still in time

for plenty of action. It looked like Dick Guest
and his Pomp Club were heading for success.
As seen on item (3) in our Taylor
record, the chips were returned
February 20, 1950, less than two
months after the club’s grand opening.
Clearly this is not an example of a club
never opening.
Also, we don’t
immediately suspect that the chips
were mistakes because we don’t have
a re-order. Can research uncover
what happened?
PROBLEMS AT THE POMP CLUB
The difficulties at the Pomp Club came quickly,
and for once it wasn’t law enforcement
applying all of the pressure.
Even before the barge ever moved to
Pompano Beach, Dick Guest had taken on a
partner named Charles Thoms who provided
the capital for most of the furnishings in
exchange for a third interest in the club. From
the start Thoms reiterated, in no uncertain
terms, that he wanted the barge to be run as a
legitimate dinner club – nothing illegal. Guest,
having ideas of his own, had the barge hauled
off to Pompano Beach without even letting
Thoms know. When word spread about the
Pomp Club’s notoriety for gambling, Thoms
was incensed.
On February 15, 1950, Charles Thoms filed
a suit against Dick Guest enjoining him from
running the Pomp Club as a gambling house.
He claimed that “gambling endangered his
interest and risks the property being
confiscated by law enforcement officials.”
While the courts took their time processing
the complaint, Dick Guest put the club on
lockdown. Rumors of the boat working as a
“sneak joint” were bandied around, but it was
clear that gambling, for the most part, was on
hold.
In the meantime, Florida was in the midst
of a complete gambling shut-down.
On
February 23, 1950, then Governor Fuller
Warren sent a short letter to all sheriffs,

constables and state attorneys saying simply,
“You are directed to use the full power of your
office to enforce strictly all laws, particularly the
laws against gambling.”
It was obvious to Dick Guest that the future
of gambling at the Pomp Club was pretty dim.
He sold his interest in the barge, returned the
chips, and left Pompano. The short gambling
life of the Pomp Club was over almost before it
began.
The Pomp Club, under new ownership,
would take one more shot in 1954, but this time
as a legitimate dinner club. As a substitute for
roulette they offered steaks. Instead of dice,
they rolled cigars.
The club was a failure and closed before
the year was done.
Richard Guest’s problems didn’t end with
the closing of the Pomp Club. A lifetime of
hustle was catching up and he spent 1950
ducking a Kefauver Senate Crime Committee
looking at collusion between the governor and
gamblers, as well as fighting extradition to New
Mexico on a check fraud case.
Guest’s story in Florida was not entirely
complete however. Despite his epic failures
with the Atlantis, aka The Ship, and then the
Pomp Club, Guest would show up again a
couple of years later when it was reported in
March 1952 that he “has converted a war
surplus barge into a unique dining spot” in
north Miami and called it the Vessel. No
mentioned of gambling, but did it really need
to?
And so that ends the history of the
chips association with the Pomp Club,
but according to the Taylor record,
there is still some story left to tell.
Slicing out the piece marked (4), we
find the location of the person who
purchased the slightly used chips a
couple months after being returned
(no doubt for a considerable discount).
Again, we find that this name has been
clipped, although this time we have an
entire unique address and most of the
name visible.

THE CHIPS MOVE ON
Since the address is full, we could go straight
into city directories and see if we can find a hit,
but instead, since the date is still prior to the
Kefauver request, I checked the Taylor
directory and came up with the entry easily.

The name Clark’s Pool Hall fits nicely into
the partial clipped name on the record. Along
with it, we get the name Art Strange.
Any notion that Art Strange was using
these chips for his own personal use is quickly
dispelled with a deeper dive into his long
history. Going back into the late 1920s,
Strange is being associated with various bars
serving liquor. What makes this newsworthy is
that the country was in the middle of a national
Prohibition against alcohol. His keeping of
disorderly houses and bootlegging earned him
numerous visits to court and a stay in county
prison.
During the 1930s, he moved from liquor to
gambling with equal notoriety as he was
busted time and again for running poker and
gin rummy games all over town. After a couple
decades of operating from various locations,
Art Strange formally teamed up in 1946 with F.
E. Clark in his pool hall at 757 North Water
Street.
His reputation as a man that shouldn’t be
crossed might have played a part in a bizarre
robbery that occurred in November 1947. One
night after hours, a burglar broke into the
poolroom and cleaned out the register of
everything but some loose pennies.
An
investigation ensued, and although a suspect
was questioned, nothing could be proven.
Then, in what the police called a “unique
experience”, a man walked into the police
station and confessed to the crime. His stated
reason was guilt, saying “I’ve got to get it off
my conscience”, but I wonder if it might have

been something a little more weightier than his
conscious bringing him in.
Gambling at Clark and Strange’s poolhall is
confirmed in May 1953 (three years after the
chips were purchased) when a raid on the café
found eight men playing poker.

probably unlikely someone would try to “ring
in” chips into a small game such as those at Art
Strange’s poolroom. From the raids, it seems
they were mostly a one table poker affair and
additional chips would probably be easily
accounted for and no doubt the perpetrator
dealt with appropriately.
The first Illinois order was delivered to
Charles E. Staton’s house. As a carpenter
from Sterling, its unlikely these chips were
used for anything more than home play.
The second Illinois order went to the Quiver
Beach Inn in Havana, Illinois. Havana was a
town bustling with illegal gambling, so it is not
unlikely the Quiver Beach Inn might have put
these chips to use. According to an ad from
1951, they were a dinner club with food and
entertainment. Be sure to try the fried turtle!

Around 1956, Strange would move down the
street to 835 North Water, but the action was
still the same. In 1959, he was caught in a raid
and again a poker game in action was taking
place. It had been a lifetime of eschewing the
law and no doubt that played a large part in his
decision to retire to Las Vegas. There, he
could play poker in peace until he passed
away 1971.
To finish up our examination of the
Taylor card, we look to further sales of
the tophat resale. There is a note (5)
that states “To protect Art Strange, do
not sell remainder of checks in Illinois”.
This of course is to ensure than no one
could buy chips from Taylor, and then
introduce them into Strange’s game.
Whether this was a request from
Strange himself, or a courtesy from
Taylor & Co, it was a kind gesture that
was all but ignored. As seen in (6), in
October 1950 the chips were sold to
C. E. Staton in Sterling, Illinois, then
again in April 1951 to Taylor’s Quiver
Beach Inn in Havana, Illinois.
I doubt the employees filling orders looked too
closely at the card asking them not to sell in
the state of Illinois. That being said, it’s

Well, that wraps up our examination of one of
the busiest manufacturer’s cards you’ll ever
see. Just imagine if upon looking at the card it
was dismissed on the assumption that
returned chips probably had no history
attached. It just goes to prove that you never
know what you’ll find unless you go out and
look.

